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The Death Star.
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The Rim-edge Proportions

in Plato’s Cosmos with 3

Fates (and Sirens)

Rim dims with fates.  A siren sings on each rim, the notes of the diatonic scale.
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Ptolemy envisions the entire cosmos on both maco and micro cosmic levels to

be harmonically structured.  His system is vastly more complicated and

reflected observed celestial mechanics more closely than any other I am aware

of until Kelpler’s in 1619.
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Ptolemy takes a hard core astrological approach.… By projecting the zodiac

onto a 2-dimensional plane…
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He can use celestial harmonics to determine astrological influences.  Imagine

here a configuration of three planets, one wandering about in the constellation

of Aries, one in Libra, and one in Capricorn.  They interrelate as 3:2 fifth as is

seen in the arcs I have drawn into this image.
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Ptolemy had elaborate schemes for the cosmic harmonies.

He relates the Greek modes to the seasonal altitude of the sun.
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He related the genus of a planet's “scale” to its place in its major epicycle.  The

swiftest moving being the diatonic and the slowest the enharmonic.
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Tetrachord structures are related to phases of the moon.
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Eye candy.  fl. 7th c.
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The Basic Monochord

The basic tool for explaining Pythagorean harmonics is the monochord.  Here

is a profile of a monochord.  Think guitar or cello as the basic premise.   Actual

monochords in the Renaissance often had more than one string, though all of

the strings would have been tuned to the same pitch.  This allowed various

intervals to be more easily compared.  The monochord was a standard tool for

a music theorists, and for an organ tuners, or a choir directors, or a natural

philosophers.
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Here is a 16th century woodcut showing a monochordist at work.  Notice the

movable bridges.  Notice also our favorite numbers, 1, 2, 3, and 4. The letters

do not correspond to notes, they are just labels indicating fret/bridge

configurations.

The banana-shaped interval markings on this illustration are hard to follow on

this woodcut without understanding monochord theory.  So I’d like to go over

the basics that Alberti discusses in 9.5.  Alberti has severely abbreviated his

discussion of this material in De re -- it’s not even a full page in the translation

by Rykwert -- He probably assumed that anyone capable of reading Latin was

already familiar with the theory.
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In order to demonstrate the differences between Pythagorean tuning and our

modern equal temperament I had originally intended to bring into class a

monochord made from a modified guitar , but hearing these subtleties is the

sort of thing best done in a more relaxed setting, and with plenty of time.

Hearing slight pitch variations and overtone interference is something that can

only be learned through the practice of listening much in the same way that

‘seeing’ architecture -- balance and the detail-- is not something you can just

do innately.  You slowly learn how to see and observe.  In music theory it is

called “ear training.”  It has been fun for me in this class because looking at

architecture is new to me and the initial strides in any new field are always

large and dramatic.  So I have been walking around Manhattan for the past

several months looking at all sorts of building and spatial issues that I had

never considered before.  But sensitivity doesn’t happen in ten minutes, so I’ll

keep most of this discussion about intonation in the abstract realm.

Alberti’s discussion of monochord theory is not particularly difficult compared

with Boethius who writes on intonation issues throughout the book, De

institutione musica, which in translation is nearly 200 pages long.

So… the first thing…pluck the string and you will hear its basic pitch.  If you

pluck it again, the ratio you would hear between the two pitches in terms of

string length would be 1 to 1.  There is no interval to compare.  The same to

the same.
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Now divide the string in half …What I mean by divide, is to place a bridge as

I’ve shown in this drawing, under the string at the half-way point indicated by

the arc.  The fret can be seen on the finger board, the little triangle…pluck the

string and you will hear a pitch that is an octave higher than the whole-string

pitch...

In modern terms, if the original tone was an A-440Hz then this new tone

would be A-880Hz.
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If you consider the entire string length to be 2 parts, the new division at the

halfway mark would be one part.  This interval is traditionally expressed as

2:1--The entire length compared to the part taken from the whole--  2:1.  If the

string were 20” long, for example, the octave would be located at the 10”

mark.  (all other variables held equally.. tension and string density)  [Sing an

octave.]

I realize that this is system is annoying, this tradition of higher to lower.  If you

prefer think of it as a fraction,1/2,  lower to higher, this may be easier.  I have

gone with higher to lower convention because this is the way it was done

historically, and I also have noticed that music historians invariably do it this

way.
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For simplicity I’ll be indicating these ratios as shown in this diagram.
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Here the same technique has been applied to the 3:2 ratio, the fifth.  Sing a

fifth.  Or if you prefer,  at the 2/3 mark as measured from the bridge.   The

string is now considered to be 3 parts long with a fret placed at the 2 mark.

Aside-- I have noticed that there is a tendency to freely change measurement

bases in Early Modern and pre-modern times.  An interval will be freely

divided  into 2 parts for one discussion and then 3 for another and then some

other integral number of parts for another.  It may always be the same physical

distance, but the yardstick is variable.  Now-a-days we tend to stick to one

system of measurement like the metric system and force it upon an object by

subdividing the ruler from kilometers, to meters, to centimeters, to millimeters,

to nanometers… etc.  In the past it was the other way around.  They would not

subdivide the measurement system, they would subdivide the object and use

the object to define the measurement, not the measurement to define the object.
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Here we have the fourth, 4:3, using the same procedure with a 4 unit long

string.  [Sing a fourth.]
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Now we see 9:8, the tonus.  It is not technically a consonant interval, but it is a

Pythagorean and Albertian interval all the same.  This covers all of what are

called the superparticular intervals that were used in the standard diatonic

Pythagorean tuning.  Superparticular intervals are those intervals in the form

n+1/n.  Other theorists have included any number of additional superparticular

ratios such as the ever popular 18:17 (popular with lutenists) which very

closely approximates our modern equal temperament intonation.  From these

superparticular ratios, 2:1, 3:2, and 4:3, all of the other Pythagorean ratios can

be derived.

[In fact, the 2:1 is not technically necessary, but it is considered so basic to the

whole system that it is never left out.  Some theorists even considered the

octave to be for all practical purposes FAPP the same as unison.  The Diatonic

(Chromatic) scale can also be derived from just the 3:2 interval in what is

called the circle or better the spiral of fifths, but the perfect octave is lost in this

procedure.]
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Here are all of the musical intervals that Alberti mentions in section in  9.5.

See the handout, Table 1.  …3:1 is the octave plus a fifth and 4:1 is the double

octave.
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The “addition” of intervals is somewhat counterintuitive at first… for

example…start with a fifth, 3:2… [sing out the fifth]
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Now think of the 3:2 as the new whole-string length and “add” or go up a

fourth on top of it.  [sing out the fourth on top and point out octave.]
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The result is an octave in relation to the original pitch.  [flip back and forth

between this and the last slide]
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When “adding” string-length intervals, you actually have to multiply them.

This is an annoying thing, I know.

As you can see, 1:1 times 3:2 is just 3:2 again,… and then 3:2 times 4:3 equals

12:6.. or simplified, 2:1… the octave.  A perfect fifth “plus” a perfect fourth is

an octave, yet another interesting phenomenon that is somewhat unexpected.

The first three superparticular ratios, 2:1, 3:2, and 4:3 are all neatly

interrelated, they are commensurate.
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Subtraction requires division instead of multiplication…

He I am trying to show going up from the basic tone to the interval of a fifth,

3:2, and then from there down a fourth, 4:3.  Dividing is the same as

multiplying by the reciprocal… so it is 3:2 times 3:4…the result being 9:8, the

whole tone.  Technically the 9:8, tonus, is not consonant as I mentioned before,

but it is a part of the Pythagorean diatonic scale.  Now I’ll go through the

addition of two 9:8 tones plus a semitone to arrive at the fourth, the basic

tetrachord which Alberti actually refers to in the beginning of his harmonic

section in 9.5.  Like Alberti, I will not be discussing tetrachord theory.
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Start with the open string…. and then go up a tone…
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and then go up another tone …
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and now we will go up a “semitone” which is defined as the difference

between these two whole tones and the perfect fourth, 4:3.

[Mathematically you could say that it is 4:3 “minus” 9:8 “minus” 9:8.  Thus is

would be 4/3 x 8/9 x 8/9 = 256/243.]  Two tones plus a semitone equal a

fourth.
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256:243, the semitone.  Like the 9:8-tone, is also considered a dissonant

interval and should be avoided if possible in composition.  Alberti does not

mention this interval but it is implicit from the intervals he has provided.  This

series of intervals, whole, whole, semitone, is one of the three diatonic

tetrachords.
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…now we’ll go up another tone…and low and behold…we are at the fifth in

relation to the original whole-string pitch…

see next slide…
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For the sake of efficiency, I have continued up from the fifth another two tones

and a semitone-- another tetrachord--to arrive at the octave, 2:1.  I have also

put the modern note approximations under the fret points.  This is the diatonic

genus, which is the one we continue to use in Broadway musicals… Do a

dear… etc.

Trivia-- The first 6 tones shown here is what could be called, the gamut, which

refers to hexachord structures used in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.

The name comes from the notational use of the Greek letter gamma generally

used for the first  note in the scale and the system of tone syllables, developed

by Guido d'Arezzo in the 11th century, which started on the tone ut… ut, re,

me, fa, sol, la… Combine these two initiating terms and you get “Gamma-ut”

or “Gamut.”

I think it is safe to say that all educated people in the 15th century Italy would

have been taught this monochord theory.   Boethius’ text on music discusses

this in great length.

Also keep in mind that during the Renaissance, educated people would often

get together in the evenings and sing.  There was a large corpus of popular

songs written for social secular singing.  Generally speaking, Music was an

active part of their lives on a variety of levels, not just passive listening like it

mostly is today.
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Now, it should be possible to decipher this image.  This fellow has placed

bridges so that a length of 4 is defined between A and F and using the same

string he has defined the length of 1 between B and G.  The banana shaped arcs

below show the intervals all related to that BG length.  FD:BG is 2:1, FC:BG

is 3:1 and FA:BG is 4:1.  These then have interconector banana labels naming

these intervals in the Latinized Greek.  All of the ingredients are present  in

this illustration to demonstrate Alberti’s selection of intervals.
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It does get more complicated.
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15th century music theorists like Ramis de Pareja, turned this monochord

diagram on its side and called it astrology.  This is from Ramis’ Musica

Practica, from 1482.

The Harmonically composed cosmic structure continue to be quite popular

well into the 18th century.  If it was good enough for the heavens, it might be

good enough for a house…  In fact if your house embodied the consonant

intervals, it might actually resonate with those same intervals in the heavens…

this could be a good thing.  Think of it as a Renaissance Feng Shue.

[Biblical descriptions of the Temple of Solomon, Augustine, Abelard,…]

Direct applications of harmonic theory to architecture are documented in…
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…Francesco Giorgi, or Zorzi of Venice, not to be confused with Francesco di

Giorgio, who in 1535 wrote a memorandum about the proper harmonic layout

for S. Francesco della Vigna in Venice.  Wittkower has this memo as an

appendix in Principles.
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Earlier examples are abundant… Perhaps the most interesting being the Santa

Maria del Fiore in Florence.   Warren, Wright, and Trachtenberg provide a nice

1, 2, 3 punch on this convergence of performed music, biblical theology, and

proportional architecture.
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Monochord images can be abstract or fanciful.  Here we have monochord

diagrams both from Gafurio, one from 1592? and another from 1508?  The one

on the right is another cosmos analogy.  Palisca and Haar have both written

excellent essays on this particular image.  See bibliography.
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Some images of the monochord are pretty explicit.  The image of a giant

cosmic monochord was quite popular, here is one from the 17th century.  Note

God’s hand reaching in to give it a tweak.
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Shown to demonstrate the influence of Timaeus on 16th c. philosophers.
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Gioseffo Zarlino 1517-1590: Music Theorist influential on Kepler.

His tuning system was based on the perfect number 6 rather than 4.

The sources for this stuff are endless.


